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About Kitchen Innovations Inc:

Kitchen Innovation designs, manufactures and distributes gourmet kitchen products available at speciality shops and retail stores across North America and Europe. It is our mission to bring unique kitchen products with functionally superior designs and ergonomics to today’s quality conscious consumers. Kitchen Innovations head office is located in Toronto Canada. We maintain sales offices in Atlanta and Los Angeles with distribution centers in Chicago and Toronto.

Our products are supported by our 10 year guarantee and are always produced to meet our own exacting standards.
About Zeal:

At Zeal we put all our knowledge and experience into spreading the joy of cooking – developing innovative products that bring speed, ease, and fun into your kitchen. For people who love cooking as much as we do.

The joy of a beautiful product begins with a touch, so the material quality and finish must be considered and selective as the design and functionality. If we wouldn’t buy it for our kitchen then it isn’t good enough for yours.

Love cooking, love Zeal.
Perfect Masher

- Best in class with one of the highest ratings ever, Cooking Club of America 2011
- Effortlessly mashes, whips and rices potatoes in 60 seconds!
- Perfect for textured vegetables, baby food, egg salad, guacamole, fruits, jams and canning
- Solid stainless steel and rubber handle

Diamond shape cutting tines

Code: KI-200100 Perfect Masher Blue
Code: H-200101 Perfect Masher Black
Code: KI-200102 Perfect Masher Red
Perfect Pie Blender

- Best in class with 98% approval rating, Cooking Club of America 2012
- Perfect pastry in 60 seconds!
- No need to pre-cube butter or pre-mix dry ingredients
- Solid stainless steel and rubber handle

Code: Kl-100100
Perfect Pie Blender Blue

Code: Kl-100101
Perfect Pie Blender Black

Code: Kl-100102
Perfect Pie Blender Red
Poultry Perfection

- All in one, roasting blanket, turkey lifter and warming blanket
- The poultry perfection is the best way to guarantee your turkey will be moist and golden brown every time!
- Locks the flavor and retains moisture as the turkey is wrapped from underneath
- Keeps your oven clean and lifts up to 25lbs (large) and 17lbs (medium)

Code: KI-500100
Poultry Perfection
Large

Code: KI-500200
Poultry Perfection
Medium
Garlic Perfection

- Fast and easy to slice, dice or grate
- Stores garlic in clear container leaving no odour on hands
- High quality construction with stainless steel blades
- Second blade stores in bottom
- Dishwasher safe

Code: KI-600100
Garlic Perfection
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)
Mini Tongs

- Constructed of stainless steel and high grade silicone
- Perfect choice for your appetizer trays and hors-d'oeuvres platters
- Mini tongs are convenient, fun and practical!
The Zeal range offers a complete collection of tools that will stand up to the most demanding of kitchens.

- 100% EEC Approved Silicone
- Odorless, stain free
- Does not absorb flavors
- Dishwasher safe

Please see page 55 for additional products available this fall!
Straight to Pan™
Chopping Board

- From board to pan with no mess
- Accurate transfer to even your smallest pan
- Raised edge guards against spills
- Non slip base and angled sides for easy handling
Available Sept 2013

Code: L204PACK
Straight to Pan Chopping Board
(Pack of 6 mixed colors)
Straight to Pan™
Slim Chopping Board

- From board to pan with no mess
- Accurate transfer to even your smallest pan
- Non-slip base and angled lip for easy handling
- Easy store, lightweight, stackable cutting boards
Large

(Available Sept 2013)
Code: L203PACK
Straight to Pan Chopping Board
Large
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)

Small

(Available Sept 2013)
Code: L202PACK
Straight to Pan Chopping Board
Small
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)
Drain and Serve™
Colander

- Looks great on the table
- Fast draining function
- Sturdy easy grab handles
- Simply drain, shake and tilt to serve
- Save on washing up
(Available Sept 2013)
Code: L200PACK
Drain and Serve Colander - 8.7" (22cm)
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)
Rock and Drop™
Herb Chopper Set

- From board to pan with no mess
- Accurate transfer to even your smallest pan
- Magnetic lock for safe blade storage
- Non slip base and angled lip for easy handling
Magnetic lock for safe blade storage

Rock curved blade on board for speedy chopping

Easy grab handle for effortless chopping

Zeal
Rock and Drop™
Herb Chopper Set

(Available Sept 2013)
Code: L201PACK
Rock and Drop Herb Chopper Set - 7¼” (18.7cm)
(Pack of 6)
Guide and Glide™
Paring Knife

- Tapered guide on cover
- Non stick coated blade
- Ergonomic handle design
Available Sept 2013

Code: L205DISP

Guide and Glide Paring Knife
(Pack of 24 mixed colors)
Steam Stop™
Waterproof Oven Glove

- Snug fit for sure grip
- Silicone protects from steam and boiling water
- Heat resistant 482°F (250°C)
- Fits right or left hand
- Machine washable
Gingham

Code: V104PACK
Steam Stop Waterproof Oven Glove
(Pack of 8 mixed colors)

Denim

(Available Sept 2013)
Code: V103PACK
Steam Stop Waterproof Oven Glove
(Pack of 8 mixed colors)
Steam Stop™
Waterproof Oven Gloves

- Snug fit for sure grip
- Silicone protects from steam and boiling water
- Heat resistant 482°F (250°C)
- Machine washable
Gingham

Code: V116PACK
Steam Stop Waterproof Oven Gloves
(Pack of 4 mixed colors)

Denim

(Available Sept 2013)
Code: V115PACK
Steam Stop Waterproof Oven Gloves
(Pack of 4 mixed colors)
Dual Function™
Kitchen Hot Grab

- Also great to use as a heat resistant mat
- Machine washable
- Heat resistant silicone

Use as a hot mat...

...and use as a pate grab
Square

Gingham
Code: V107PACK
Dual Function Kitchen Hot Grab
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)

Denim (Available Sept 2013)
Code: V105PACK
Dual Function Kitchen Hot Grab
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)

Heart

Gingham (Available Sept 2013)
Code: V110PACK
Dual Function Kitchen Hot Grab
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)

Denim (Available Sept 2013)
Code: V109PACK
Dual Function Kitchen Hot Grab
(Pack of 12 mixed colors)
Creative Cakes™
Cake Pop Mould

- The perfect size pop cake every time
- Non stick silicone baking mould
- Heat resistant silicone
- Easy release
Zeal
Creative Cakes
Cake Pop Mould
(Pack of 8 mixed colors)

Code: NB48PACK
Handy™
Icing Spatula

- Flexible stainless steel blade
- Perfect for accurate icing and smoothing
- Fun protective cover for storage
- Icing handle design

Code: J271DISP
Handy Icing Spatula
(Display of 18 mixed colors)
Simply Silicone™
Piping Set

- Decorate your own cakes
- 5 nozzles for professional results
- Flexible silicone bag for effortless piping
- Perfect for shaping biscuits & savory toppings

Code: N85PACK
Simply Silicone Piping Set
(Pack of 12)
Zeal

Kitchen Pet™
Magnetic Scissors

- Stores blades safely
- Magnetic base for sticking to fridge
- For small kitchen tasks

[Image of Zeal Kitchen Pet™ Magnetic Scissors]
Zeal

Kitchen Pet™ Magnetic Scissors

Available Sept 2013
Code: JCA3DISP
Kitchen Pet Magnetic Scissors
(Display of 24 mixed designs)
Cooks Tongs

- Push-Pull mechanism to lock tongs
- Curved hands for perfect grip
- Heat resistant silicone heads
- Will not scratch non-stick pans

Code: ZIT 30DISP
Handy Cooks Tongs - 7.9" (20cm)
(Display of 18 mixed colors)
Speedy Dice™
Onion and Veg Chopper

- Protect eyes from onion vapor
- Create a professional result in seconds
- Finely chop onions, vegetables, fresh herbs, garlic, chocolate, nuts and more

Code: L84
Speedy Dice
Onion and Veg Chopper
Irresistible Displays
Creates Visual Impact

- Free standing double sided display
- Communicates the high quality and design of Zeal products
- Easily re-organize the unit for any future Zeal products and ranges.

Height: 74.8in / 190cm
Width: 24.01in / 61cm
Depth: 22.83in / 58cm

Order Now!
The Zeal range offers a complete collection of tools that will stand up to the most demanding of kitchens.

- 100% EEC Approved Silicone
- Odorless, stain free
- Does not absorb flavors
- Dishwasher safe

Gadgets

Baking

Utensils

Draining

Zealous
British Design
The Spoon
Ultimate Cooks Tool

- Designed to replace the wooden spoon
- 100% rigid from handle to tip
- Stainless steel core
- The only true silicone mixing spoon
- Hygienic non absorbent material

Silicone kitchen tools have taken the culinary world by storm. They are fun, easy to clean, colorful and will not damage non stick cookware. However, not all silicone tools are made equal, many use inferior grade silicone, containing filling materials which both reduce the tools effectiveness and in some instances can be potentially harmful.

All Zeal tools are 100% EEC approved. Made with pure silicone specifically developed for use with food they are ergonomically designed, constructed to last and are an indispensable essential for any busy kitchen.

Stainless steel to the very edges for the most rigid mixing spoon ever.
Code: J309CARD
The Spoon - 11.8" (30cm)
(Display of 20 mixed colors)

The steel core is so durable that you may never need another spoon.
Clip To Pan Silicone Handy Spoon Rest

- Keeps your spoon conveniently close to your pan
- Reduce mess on kitchen work surfaces
- Display of 20 spoon rests in assorted colors

Code: J148DISP
Clip to Pan Spoon Rest
(Display of 20 mixed colors)
Hot Lips Silicone Heat Resistant Plate Grab

- Protect fingers from hot plates
- Move and carry hot plates easily
- Display of 24 hot lips in assorted colors

Code: J136DISP
Hot Lips Plate Grab
(Display of 24 mixed colors)

Steam It Silicone Steamer

- Can be used in any pan
- Stackable for easy storage
- Display of 10 steamers in assorted colors

Code: M126DISP
Silicone Steamer
(Display of 10 mixed colors)

6.9’’ (17.5cm)
Fuss Free Silicone Pie Weights

- Easier to use than boiling beans
- Connected chain of weights
- Display of 7 pie weights in red and pink
- Storage bag included

Code: NB43DISP
Pie Weights
(Display of 7 mixed colors)
Super Slicing Cake Server

- Stainless steel blade
- Protective blade cover for safe storage
- Love cake design for handle
- Display of 8 cake servers in assorted colors

Code: NB16DISP
Cake Slicer/Server
(Display of 8 mixed colors)

With our high quality stainless steel blade, cutting and serving is a piece of cake.
Set of 12 Mini Silicone Muffin Cases

- Heat resistant silicone.
- Reusable and dishwasher safe.

Code: J231DISP
Mini Muffin Cases
(Display of 16 packs)

Set of 6 Silicone Cake Cases

- Flexible for easy release
- Oven safe
- Individually packaged in assorted colors

Code: J215DISP
Silicone Cake Cases
(Display of 27 packs)
More Cake Silicone Mini Bowl Scraper

- Use all the cake mixture
- Fits all mixing bowls
- Display of 32 assorted colors

Code: NB32_DISP
Mini Bowl Scraper
(Display of 32 mixed colors)

Perfect Bake Silicone Heart Cake Tester

- Fun and useful, essential for any busy cook
- Displays of 2 colors

Code: NB44_DISP
Heart Cake Tester with Blade Cover
(Display of 30 mixed colors)
Perfect Measure Silicone Measuring Spoon Set

- Reinforced with rigid steel shafts
- Displays of 24 assorted colors

**Code:** J137DISP

Measuring Spoon Set (Display of 24)

----------

Silicone Mini Baking Spatula

- Great for kids
- Ideal for icing cup cakes
- Display of assorted colors

**Code:** J303DISP

Mini Baking Spatula - 6" (15.2cm) (Display of 30 mixed colours)
Cup Cake Silicone Bakers Spatula

- Elegant wooden handle prevents heat transfer
- Non-stick silicone head

Code: J287DISP
Cup Cake Silicone Spatula - 12.4" (31.5cm)
(Display of 12 mixed colors)
Mad Hands Silicone Hot Grip

- Move hot dishes around the kitchen
- Protect hands from hot surfaces

Code: J300DISP
Mad Hands Grip (Display of 30 mixed colors)

Silicone Hot Mats

- Protect your surfaces from hot pans
- Easy to store in any drawer

Code: J238DISP
7.1" (18cm) Hot Mat (Display of 28 mixed colors)
Silicone Pan Handler
- Protect hands from hot handles
- Display of 24 pan handles in assorted colors

Code: J232DISP
Silicone Pan Handler (Display of 24 mixed colors)

Silicone Peeler
- Skin garlic quickly
- Garlic free hands

Code: J226DISP
Silicone Peeler (Display of 36 mixed colors)
Multi-Rest Silicone Large Spoon Rest

- Keep work surfaces clean and hygienic
- Store in a draw with tools

Code: J211DISP
Large Spoon Rest
(Display of 24 mixed colors)

Palm Fit Peeler

- Make short work of peeling
- Ergonomic palm grip

Code: J109DISP
Palm Peeler
(Display of 36 mixed colors)

A great peeler that fits into the palm of your hand.
Silicone Color Code Skewer

- Color code your skewers
- A more comfortable grip whilst in use

Code: M123DISP
Color Code Skewer - 11.8'' (30cm)
(Dispaly of 50 mixed colors)

Heat Proof Silicone Basting Pump

- Separate fat from juices
- Baste roasts for succulent meat

Code: J244DISP
Basting Pump
(Dispaly of 16 mixed colors)
Silicone Mini Tong, 8"

- Will not scratch non-stick pans
- Heat resistant and dishwasher safe

Code: J141DISP
Tong 8" (20cm)
(Dispaly of 24 mixed colors)

Silicone Cooks Tong, 10"

- Perfect grip silicone heads
- Easy to handle dimensions and mechanism

Code: J140DISP
Cooks Tong, 10" (25cm)
(Dispaly of 15 mixed colors)
Silicone Spatula Spoon
- Unique square ended kitchen spoon
- Fits into all shapes of pans

Code: J220DISP
Spatula Spoon - 10.2" (26cm)
(Display of 24 mixed colors)

Silicone Small Cooks Spoon
- Right sized spoon for all tasks
- Perfect for mixing and serving

Code: J162DISP
Silicone Small Cooks Spoon - 8.1" (20.5cm)
(Display of 24 mixed colors)
Silicone Spatula Spoon

- Unique square ended kitchen spoon
- Fits into all shapes of pans

Code: J221DISP
Spatula Spoon - 7.9" (20cm)
(Display of 24 mixed colors)

Silicone Ergonomic Spatula

- Will not scratch non stick pans
- Heat resistant and non stick

Code: J222DISP
Ergonomic Spatula - 10.2" (26cm)
(Display of 24 mixed colors)
Silicone Cooks Spoon

- Rigid cooks spoon for all tasks
- Perfect for non-stick pans

Code: J158DISP
Silicone Cooks Spoon - 11.2” (28.4cm)
(Dispaly of 24 mixed colours)

Silicone Balloon Whisk

- Flexible for perfect beading
- Great for use on non-stick pans

Code: J163DISP
Silicone Balloon Whisk - 10” (25.5cm)
(Dispaly of 12 mixed colors)
Silicone Draining Spoon

- Rigid cooks spoon for all tasks
- Perfect for non-stick pans

**Code: J159**
Silicone Draining Spoon - 11.2" (28.4cm)
(Display of 24 mixed colors)

---

Silicone Cooks Turner

- Flexible turner for frying and serving
- Perfect for non-stick pans

**Code: J157DISP**
Silicone Cooks Turner - 11.7" (29.7cm)
(Display of 20 mixed colors)
Silicone Basting Brush

- Hygienic non-slip bristles
- Perfect for non-stick pans

Code: J161DISP
Silicone Basting Brush - 7.3” (18.5cm)
(Display of 24 mixed colors)

Silicone Cooks Ladle

- Serve and stir
- Perfect for non-stick pans

Code: J160DISP
Silicone Cooks Ladle - 11.2” (28.4cm)
(Display 20 of mixed colors)
Grate & Serve Tower Cheese Grater

- Grates cheese with no mess
- Place on the table and serve

Code: H28DISP
Tower Cheese Grater
(Display of 12 mixed colors)

Grate & Shake

- Fresh Parmesan ready to serve
- Quickly grate for the table

Code: H29DISP
Grate & Shake
(Display of 12 mixed colors)
Easy Store Silicone Collapsible Colander

- Collapses to store flat
- Perfect for all straining tasks

Code: M125DISP

7.5" (19cm) Collapsible Colander
(Display of 10 mixed colors)

Simply place the colander upside down on the work surface and press base flat to store.
The Zeal range offers a complete collection of tools that will stand up to the most demanding of kitchens.

- 100% EEC Approved Silicone
- Odorless, stain free
- Does not absorb flavors
- Dishwasher safe
**Perfect Eggs™**
Shaped Egg Rings

- Create shaped eggs
- Non stick heat resistant silicone
- Great for Scotch pancakes

**Easy Store Silicone Collapsible Colander**

- Collapses to store flat
- Perfect for all draining tasks

**Code:** M124DISP
5.9” (15cm) Collapsible Colander
(Display of 5 mixed colors)
Non Stick Silicone Cup Cake Mould

- Flexible for easy release
- Oven Safe

Code: NB34PACK
Cup Cake Mould
(Pack of 9 mixed colors)

Non Stick Silicone Baking Sheet

- Flexible for easy release
- Oven Safe

Code: N171DISP
Baking Sheet
(Display of 12 mixed colors)

Silicone Mini Muffin Mould

Code: NB21PACK
Mini Muffin Mould
(Pack of 9 mixed colors)
Silicone Heart Cake Cases
- Heat resistant silicone
- Reusable and dishwasher safe

Code: J121DISP
Heart Cake Cases
(Display of 27 packs)

Set of 4 Large Silicone Muffin Cases
- Flexible for easy release
- Oven safe

Code: NB24
Large Muffin Cases
The Zeal range offers a complete collection of tools that will stand up to the most demanding of kitchens.

Our fresh new packaging will add a dynamic and contemporary look, adding real impact to any instore display.